Photo Realistic Image Completion via Dense Correspondence.
In this paper, we propose an image completion algorithm based on dense correspondence between the input image and an exemplar image retrieved from the Internet. Contrary to traditional methods which register two images according to sparse correspondence, in this paper, we propose a hierarchical PatchMatch method that progressively estimates a dense correspondence, which is able to capture small deformations between images. The estimated dense correspondence has usually large occlusion areas that correspond to the regions to be completed. A nearest neighbor field (NNF) interpolation algorithm interpolates a smooth and accurate NNF over the occluded region. Given the calculated NNF, the correct image content from the exemplar image is transferred to the input image. Finally, as there could be a color difference between the completed content and the input image, a color correction algorithm is applied to remove the visual artifacts. Numerical results show that our proposed image completion method can achieve photo realistic image completion results.